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 التمهيدية

Orientation‟s Class\ 

Elements of The Orientation : 
1- Course Overview  

2- What‘s Phonetics and Phonology ? 
3- Content of the Course  
4- Course Syllabus  

5- Objectives of the Course 
6- Main Textbook & Recommended References 
7- Contact 

 
Course Description: 

  This course will deal with the astonishing variety of sounds used in the world's 

languages. We will begin with the mechanism used to produce sounds: the vocal tract. We will 
then explore the sounds with which we are most familiar: those of English. We will learn not 
only how the consonants and vowels are produced, but what their acoustic forms are like. On 
close inspection, some of the sounds of English may not be as familiar as we thought. Certain 

properties will be found to recur in sounds, and as we extend our view to the realm of all 
possible sounds in language, we will use these properties as guides in organizing and 
understanding sound. 

 
Course Description : 

Beyond the sequences of sounds with which we are familiar, we will also turn our attention to 

properties such as intonation and rhythm in speech. These too are elements which vary in 
systematic ways across the world's languages. As we turn to questions of how sounds are 
combined and organized into syllables and words, we will begin to uncover the rule-like nature 

of sound systems, and we will attempt to identify patterns both across and within languages. 
 
Let's consider these pieces of information first...: 

 PHONE: A speech sound in a language  
 SPEECH: the ability to talk, the activity of talking, or a piece of spoken language  
 LANGUAGE: a system of communication consisting of sounds, words and grammar, or the 

system of communication used by the people of a particular country   
 LINGUISTICS: the systematic study of the structure and development of language in 

general or of particular languages 

The LINGUISTIC study of language includes:  

- The study of the STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES 
(categories like nouns, verbs, & rules governing the structure of phrases, 
clauses and sentences) 

SYNTAX 

- The study of the STRUCTURE OF WORDS 
(parts of the word, such as affixes) 

MORPHOLOGY 

- The study of MEANING 

(the meaning of words and the relationship between  word meanings, and the 
way they combine to give the meanings of sentences) 

SEMANTICS 

- The study of HOW TO USE WORDS 

(the words of a language, their pronunciation and their meaning) 

LEXICOLOGY 

- The study of LANGUAGE, MEANING & CONTEXT 
(the influence of situation on the interpretation of what people say; the 

PRAGMATICS 

Phonetics & Phonology        Instructor:  Ammar Al-Ma’ani 
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The study of SPEECH SOUNDS OR PHONES 
 

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 
 

 

General Information about Phonetics and Phonology: 
 
Every language has a small number of regularly used sounds (vowels and 

consonants). We call these sounds PHONEMES. 
 
Examples:  

- The vowels in the words ‗pin‘ and ‗pen‘ are different phonemes 
- The consonants at the beginning of the words ‗pet‘ and ‗bet‘ are also different phonemes 
 

English spelling has a notoriously confusing nature.  
For this reason it is important to think of English pronunciation in terms of 
phonemes, and not in terms of letters of the alphabet. 

 
Examples: 
- The word ‗enough‘ begins with the same vowel phoneme as that at the beginning of ‗inept‘ 

and ends with the same consonant as ‗stuff‘ 

 
 
PHONOLOGY 
It deals with how speech sounds are organised into patterns or systems for each individual 

language. 
 
 

 PHONETICS  

It deals with: Three branches of Phonetics 

How SPEECH SOUNDS are made ARTICULATORY  PHONETICS 

How SPEECH SOUNDS are perceived AUDITORY        PHONETICS 

SPEECH SOUNDS and the physics involved ACOUSTIC                PHONETICS 

 

But... 
Why is it important to learn about Phonetics and Phonology? 
Because you are going to work with the English language at an advanced level as TEACHERS, 
TRANSLATORS-INTERPRETERS or RESEARCHERS... 

...and... 
… you will need the deeper understanding provided by the study of Phonetic and Phonological 
theory to understand the principles regulating the use of sounds in spoken English. 

study of the aspects of meaning and language use that are dependent on 
the speaker , the addressee and other features of the context of utterance) 
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Content of the Course : 

- The Sounds of English: Manners and places of articulation 

- Vowels and Consonants: segmentation and transcription  

- Suprasegmental features: pitch, stress, and intonation at single sound and sentence levels  

- The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and Received Pronunciation (RP) 

- English Phonemes, allophones and consonants clustering  

- Formation of phonological rules  

 

Course Syllabus : 

- Places of Articulation & Manners of Articulation  

- Definition of Phonemes  & English Phonemes 

- English Vowels (Short & long) ( R.P) & Diphthongs, Triphthongs,  

- Phonetic Transcription (R.P) and symbols  

- Syllable; strong and weak,  

- Suprasegmental feature & Stress ; simple words, complex word stress, sentence level, 

placement of stress within the word 

- Rhythm, Assimilation, Elision, Linking, Aspects of connected speech  

- Intonation  

 
Course Objectives: 

Upon completing the course, students are expected to:  

- Identify speech organs; their locations and functions. 

- Distinguished and produce all English sounds and their features 

- Transcribe English sound, using phonetics symbols 

- Discriminate, contrast and produce sounds and clusters that cause problems for Arabic 

Speakers in Isolation and in context, and  

- Recognize, identify and produce supra-segmental features of English speech, such as stress, 

rhythm, intonation, weak and strong forms etc. 
 

Main Textbook  & Recommended References:  

- Your Main Textbook  

 English Phonetics & Phonology. A Practical Course. By Peter Roach (1997), Second Edition.  

- Recommended Reference  

  Ladefoged, Peter. A Course in Phonetics. Fourth Edition.  
 

- Recommended Pronunciation Dictionaries : 
1- Jones, D (1997). Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (15th edition edited by Peter 
Roach and James Hartman. 

2.  Wells, J.C. (2000) , Longman Pronunciation Dictionary, London: Longman. 
Contact :  
Instructor :  Ammar Sultan Al-Ma‘ani - Lecturer  - English & American Literature  - University of 

North Florida – USA Office Hours: To be Decided later On             

           Email: aalmaani@kfu.edu.s 

mailto:aalmaani@kfu.edu.s
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-1- 
Elements of the Lecture  

- Phonetics and Phonology and their types  
- What Phonological knowledge permits a speaker to... 
- Organs of Speech : The Vocal Tract, Parts of the Mouth, Glottis, Vocal Cords, Diagram of 

Human Head.  
- The Concept of Phoneme  
 

INTRODUCTION 
Definitions: 

Phonetics – the study of the way humans make, transmit and receive speech sounds. 

   Divided into three main branches: 
-  Articulatory phonetics – the study of the    

   way the vocal organs are used to produce speech sounds. 

-  Acoustic phonetics- the study of the physical  
   properties of speech sounds.  

-  Auditory phonetics- the study of the way  
   people perceive speech sounds. 

 
     Phonology 

The study of the sound system of languages, and of the general properties displayed by 

these systems. 
(Roach, 1999) 
The systems of rules underlying the sound patterns in a language. 

                                    (Denham & Lobeck, 2010) 
   This involves knowing what sounds are or  

    are not in the language and the rules that  

    govern pronunciation.  
 
Read and analyse the following scripts: 

Aiteyu–ah, nemmain wat debladigarmen say, mos Malaysians tok Manglish. Bekoswai? Bekos we all 
shai oni to spik proper English – afturds people ting we trying to action oni. But Manglish is 
best–la when you want to simply toktok like fren-fren la. 

 
 You want to toktok osoken, no pobem, we  

   gifchan you flers la. Simply lern by hart the list of  

   popular Manglish words and phrases, and very  
   soon oridi you can go round blarfing like tera oni 
 

Phonological knowledge permits a speaker to 

produce sounds that form meaningful utterances   

E.g. /n/ /æ/ /b/ - nab or ban but not bna or nba 

recognise foreign accent   

E.g. buffet  origami  pistachio   

make up new words   

E.g.  /s/ /e/ /n/ /t/ - sent,  tens,  nets,  nest  

add appropriate phonetic segments to form 

plurals and past tenses 

  

E.g. plurals- books roses; past tense- picked took   

know what is or is not a sound in ones‘ language   

E.g. no word in Eng begins with the nasal /ŋ/   
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Speech Organs and Articulation 
How are speech sounds made? 

First, air coming from the lungs passes through the vocal tract, which shapes it into different 
speech sounds.  

The air then exits the vocal tract through the mouth or nose or both.  

The process by which air is made to move out of the lungs is called an egressive pulmonic 
airstream. All English sounds are produced in this manner. 

 

HOW IS SPEECH POSSIBLE? 
 

 

THE AIRSTREAM EXPELLED FROM THE LUNGS IS THE 

MOST COMMON SOURCE OF ENERGY FOR OUR VOCAL 
ACTIVITY. 

IN THE TRACHEA OR WINDPIPE IT PASSES THROUGH 
THE LARYNX, CONTAINING THE VOCAL FOLDS OR 

VOCAL CORDS. 

THE FRONT PORTION OF THE TRACHEA OR WINDPIPE 
IS PROMINENT IN THE NECK BELOW THE CHIN AND IS 

KNOWN AS ―ADAM‘S APPLE‖. 

 
ANOTHER VIEW 

 

 
Seven main articulators  
 

1. The pharynx  
 A tube which begins just above the larynx.  
     - Top end is divided into two:  

    a) the back of the mouth 
    b) beginning of the way thru‘ the nasal cavity 
 

2. The velum or the soft palate 
   - The velum is raised so that air cannot  
       escape through the nose.  

     - When the tongue is in contact with the  
       lower side of the velum, sounds(velar  consonants)  
        such as /k/ and /g/ are produced. 
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3.  The hard palate 
      - often called the ‗roof of the mouth‘. 
      - has smooth curved surface. 
 
4.  The alveolar ridge 

 - between the top front teeth and the hard palate. 
     - surface is covered with little ridges. 
     - sounds made by the tongue touching this area    

       such as /t/ and /d/ are called alveolar. 
 
5.  The tongue 

  - a very important articulator.  
      - Can be moved into many different places    
        and different shapes.  

      - Parts of the tongue:  
 
 
 

         
6. The teeth   
 - consist of upper and lower teeth 

 - Sounds made with the tongue touching the  
       front teeth such as /t/ and /d/ are called dental. 
 

7. The lips can be  
 - pressed together to produce bilabial sounds,  
       such as /p/ and /b/  

    - brought into contact with teeth to produce  
      labiodental sounds such as /f/ and /v/   
    - can be rounded to produce lip-shape for vowels  

      like /u:/  
 
 

 The 7 articulators are the main ones but there  are 3 others to remember  
 
Larynx 

 a very complex and independent articulator. 
 the larynx (Adam‘s apple) vibrates when you  
  produced the voiced sound, /z/. 

 
Jaws 
- the movement of the jaws (especially the lower  

  one) helps a lot in speaking. 
 
Nose and nasal cavity 

- very important part of our vocal apparatus 
  of making sounds, specifically nasal sounds 
  such as /m/,/n/, /ŋ/ 
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TTHHEE  CCOONNCCEEPPTT  OOFF  ““PPHHOONNEEMMEE””  

  

WWhhaatt  aarree  tthheessee  ssyymmbboollss??  

  
TThheeyy  aarree  ccaalllleedd  pphhoonneemmiicc  ssyymmbboollss  ((aass  ooppppoosseedd  ttoo  pphhoonneettiicc  ssyymmbboollss))..  

EEaacchh  oonnee  rreepprreesseennttss  aa  PPHHOONNEEMMEE,,  tthhaatt  iiss,,  OONNEE  ssppeecciiffiicc  SSIIGGNNIIFFIICCAANNTT  ssppeeeecchh  ssoouunndd..  

 

Significant? 
 
 
 

By ―significant‖ we mean that each of these sounds can make a difference 
in the meaning of a word.  
Take the case of “map” and “cap”.  Phonemes /m/ and /k/ are significant 

from the moment they can alter the meanings of words. 
 
 

 
PHONEMES!!! 
A phoneme is the smallest ccoonnttrraassttiivvee  unit in the sound system of a language. 

A phonene is a minimal unit that sseerrvveess  ttoo  ddiissttiinngguuiisshh  bbeettwweeeenn  mmeeaanniinnggss  ooff  wwoorrddss. 
By convention, a phoneme is represented between /slashes/,    e.g. /b/, /m/. 
 

 

 

Approx. 40, depending on the dialect. 

Features of Pronunciation 
 

Phonemes  (44) 

 
Consonants  (24) 

 
Vowels  (20) 

Voiced 
 

Unvoiced Single vowels (12) Diphthongs (8) 

 
 

           Long  
 

     Short 

HOW MANY 

PHONEMES ARE 

THERE IN THE 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE? 
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Features of Pronunciation 

Suprasegmental features 

 

Intonation 
 

Stress 

                         Word  stress Sentence stress 

 
 

Phonemes & Letters 
 
Do not necessarily have one to one sound correspondence 

 
 Different letters – one sound 

  e.g. Letters ‗q‘ ‗c‘ ‗k‘ - /k/ in quick, call, kid 

 

 One letter – different sounds 

  e.g. ‗i‘- /I/ in ink, /aI / in hind, /ɜː/ in irk 

 

 Combination of letters – one sound 

  e.g.‗wh‘ /w/ in when, ‗ght‘ /t/ in night,  

   ‗gh‘ /f/ in laugh 

  

 Letters – silent  

     e.g. bomber, almond, sign  

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________  
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-2- 
Consonants 

  
 - The Place Of Articulation  
 - Manner of Articulation  

 - IPA Chart 
 - Terms: Phonemes, Allophones, minimal pairs, Complementary Distribution, Free variation. 
   

- Consonants are sounds produced with some restriction or total closure in the vocal tract as 
the air from the lungs is pushed through the glottis out the mouth. 

- 24 consonants in English (including /j/ & /w/) 

 
Description: 

            Voicing: Voiced (vibrated) or voiceless (non-vibrated) ? 

            Manner of articulation 
           Place of articulation 

 
Place of Articulation 

 
In articulatory phonetics, the place of articulation (also point of articulation) of 
a consonant is the point of contact where an obstruction occurs in the vocal tract between 

an articulatory gesture, an active articulator (typically some part of the tongue), and a 
passive location (typically some part of the roof of the mouth). Along with the manner of 
articulation and the phonation, this gives the consonant its distinctive sound.  

 
 
Place of articulation (passive) 

 
 
 

The passive place of articulation is the 
place on the more stationary part of the 
vocal tract where the articulation occurs. 

It can be anywhere from the lips, upper 
teeth, gums, or roof of the mouth to the 
back of the throat.  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulatory_phonetics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulatory_phonetics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulatory_phonetics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obstruction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocal_tract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articulator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manner_of_articulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manner_of_articulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manner_of_articulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonation
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1. Bilabial or Labial 
 

Labial: Consonants whose main restriction is  
formed by the two lips coming together have 
 a bilabial place of articulation. In English these 

 include [p] as in possum, [b] as in bear,  
and [m] as in marmot.  

 
Labial (/p/, /b/, /m/, : 

- constriction (or complete closure) at lips 

- the only unvoiced labial is /p/ 
- the only nasal labial is /m/ 
- Labial consonants are consonants in which one or 

both lips are the active articulator. 

 
- The Lower Lip and the Upper Lip 

press together .  

- Sounds like : b, m, p,  
 Ex. /m/ my  /p/ pen /b/ book  

 

Note: The lower lip moves to the upper lip. 

 
2. Labio-Dental (/f/, /v/): 

 

- The English labiodental consonants [v] 

and [f] are made by pressing the bottom lip 
against the upper row of teeth and letting 
the air flow through the space in the upper 

teeth. 
 

 

- produced by constriction between lower lip 

and upper teeth 
- in English, all labio-dental phonemes are 

fricatives 

EX:   /f/ fan, phone       /v/ view, vision  
 

3. Dental (/th/, /dh/): 

 

- Dental: Sounds that are made by placing the tongue against the teeth are 
dentals. The main dentals in English are the [th] of thing or the [dh] of though, which are 

made by placing the tongue behind the teeth with the tip slightly between the teeth. 

- produced by constriction between tongue 
tip and upper teeth 

(sometimes tongue tip is closer to alveolar 
ridge) 

- in English, all dental phonemes are 

fricatives 
 

- Ex:   /th/   teeth, thin  the tip of the tongue touches the upper teeth.  
- /dh/  then, the, there  the blade of the tongue touches the upper teeth.  
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4. Alveolar (/t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /n/, /l/): 
 

- Alveolar: The alveolar ridge is the portion 
of the roof of the mouth just behind ALVEOLAR 
the upper teeth. Most speakers of American 

English make the phones [s], [z], [t], and [d] by 
placing the tip of the tongue against the alveolar 
ridge. The word cooronal is often used to 

refer to both dental and alveolar. 

 

- tongue tip is at or near alveolar ridge 
- a large number of English consonants are 

alveolar 
- /l/ before vowel is ―light‖ /l/, after vowel is ―dark‖ 

/l/. 

- /t/    table    /d/  door     /s/ see   
     /z/  zoo       /n/   nose    /i/     eye  

 

5. Palato-Alveolar (/sh/, /zh/, /ch/, /jh/, /r/): 
 

- The palato-alveolar sounds [sh] (shrimp), 

[ch] (china), [zh] (Asian), and [jh] (jar) are 
made with the blade of the tongue against this 
rising back of the alveolar ridge 

 

 

- tongue is between alveolar ridge and hard palate 
- 2 fricatives, 2 affricates, 1 retroflex 

- retroflex has ―depression‖ midway along tongue 
- the palato-alveolar fricatives tend to have strong 

energy  due to weak constriction allowing large 

airflow 

 
6. Palatal (/y/): 

 

- Palatal: The roof of the mouth (the palate) rises sharply from the back of the alveolar 
ridge.. The palatal sound [y] of yak is made by placing the front of the tongue up close 

to the palate. 

- produced with tongue close to hard palate 
- ―extreme‖ production of /iy/ 

  Ex. Yard, you, university, student  

Note: Unimportant  is common with the first two letters of (University), however, they 
sound differently. 
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7. Velar (/k/, /g/, /ng/): 

 

- Velar: The velum or soft palate is a movable 
muscular flap at the very back of the roof of the 
mouth. The sounds [k] (cuckoo), [g] (goose), and 
[N] (kingfisher) are made by pressing the back of 
the tongue up against the velum. 

 

- produced with constriction against velum (soft 

palate); the back of the tongue touches the velum 
(the soft palate)  

- only plosives /k/ and /g/, and nasal /ng/ 

- Ex. /k/ car, cat, kind, key 
/g/  gas, goal, gear  
/ng/ playing, driving         

 
8. Glottal (/h/): 

 
- Glottal: (the glottis is the space between the vocal folds). A glottal stop is a 

speech sound articulated by a momentary, complete closing of the glottis in the back 

of the throat. It exists in many languages, as in English and Hawaiian uh-oh, O'ahu, 
and ka'aina. 

 

- /h/ is the nominal glottal phoneme 
in English; in 
reality, the tongue can be in any 

vowel-like position 
            

- the primary cue for /h/ is formant 

structure without 
voicing, an energy dip, and/or an 
increase in aspiration 

noise in higher frequencies. 

 

 
 

Place of articulation (active): 
 

- The articulatory gesture of the active place of articulation involves the more mobile part of 

the vocal tract. This is typically some part of the tongue or lips. The following areas are 
known to be contrastive: 

 1. The lower lip (labial) 

 2. Various parts of the front of the tongue: 
- The tip of the tongue  
- The upper front surface of the tongue just behind the tip, called the blade of the tongue  

       3.The surface of the tongue under the tip  
- In bilabial consonants both lips move, so the articulatory gesture is bringing together the 

lips, but by convention the lower lip is said to be active and the upper lip passive. 
 

 

http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://emedia.leeward.hawaii.edu/hurley/Ling102web/sound_files/phonetic_sample%20words/glottal_stop.mp3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labial_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tongue_tip
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tongue_blade
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilabial_consonants
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  MANNER OF ARTICULATION – PLOSIVES: 
 

- Consonants are sounds which involve full or partial blocking of airflow.  In English, the 
consonants are p, b, t, d, ch, j, k, g, f, v, th, dh, s, z, sh, zh, m, n, ng, l, r, w, and y.  They 
are classified in a number of different ways, depending on the vocal tract details we just 

discussed.  
 

1. Stops, also known as plosives.  The air is blocked for a moment, then released.  In English, 

they are p, b, t, d, k, and g. 
 
a.  Bilabial plosives: p (unvoiced) and b (voiced) 

b.  Alveolar plosives:  t (unvoiced) and d (voiced) 
c.  Velar plosives:  k (unvoiced) and g (voiced) 
 

  Aspiration – the blowing out of air for the voiceless plosives. We use both in English (pit vs poo), 
but it isn‘t a distinction that separates one meaning from another. 

 
FRICATIVES AND AFFRICATES: 
 

2. Fricatives : 2.  Fricatives involve a slightly resisted flow of air.  In English, these include f, 
v, th, dh, s, z, sh, zh, and h. 
 

a.  Labiodental fricatives:  f (unvoiced) and v (voiced) 
b.  Dental fricatives:  th (as in thin -- unvoiced) and dh (as in the -- voiced) 
c.  Alveolar fricatives:  s (unvoiced) and z (voiced) 

d.  Palatal fricatives:  sh (unvoiced) and zh (like the s in vision -- voiced) 
e.  Glottal fricative:  h (unvoiced) 
 

           Voiceless:  / f /, / ө /, / s /, / ʃ/, /h/ 

           Voiced:  / v /, / ð /, / z /, / ʒ / 
 

3. Affricates: total closure of speech organs and air is released with friction 

Voiceless: / ʧ /      Voiced:  / ʤ / 

 church   

     judge   
 

4. Nasals: 

 
Sounds are produced when air flow through the mouth is completely blocked and released 
through the nose. 

Voiced :  / m / ,  / n / ,  / ŋ / 
There are no voiceless nasals.  
 

5. LIQUIDS 
 

Liquids are sounds with very little air resistance.  In English, we have l and r, which 

are both alveolar, but differ in the shape of the tongue.  For l, we touch the tip to 
the ridge of the teeth and let the air go around both sides.  For the r, we almost 
block the air on both sides and let it through at the top.  Note that there are many 

variations of l and r in other languages and even within English itself! Both / l / and / 
r / are voiced. 

           red ,  led  
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6. APPROXIMANTS – GLIDES 
 

- Semivowels are sounds that are, as the name implies, very nearly vowels.  In English, we 

have w and y, which you can see are a lot like vowels such as oo and ee, but with the lips 

almost closed for w (a bilabial) and the tongue almost touching the palate for y (a palatal).  

They are also called glides, since they normally ―glide‖ into or out of vowel positions (as in 

woo, yeah, ow, and oy). 

 

- Examples :  / w /   and  / j / 

Both sounds are voiced. 

wed          yet  

 

IPA Chart: 
 

 

 
 

PHONEMES 
 

- Phoneme: smallest significant unit of sound.   

          Contrast: 
         / p / and / b / 
         ‗pin‘ and ‗bin‘ are phonologically similar except for the first phoneme. 

          The same applies to / s / and /ʃ/, ‗sip‘ and ‗ship‘. 

 
- Minimal pairs- two different words which are  identical in every way except for one sound 

sound segment that occurs in the same place in the string. 
    E.gs.:  mat       met             ray      lay  

              /mæt/ /met/       /reɪ/  /leɪ/  

If more than two words in a string, they are called 
    minimal sets. 

    E.gs.:  sue, shoe, chew     bib,    bit     bid    big 

              /su:/  /ʃu:/   /tʃu:/    /bɪb//bɪt//bɪd/ /bɪg/  
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ALLOPHONES 
 

Allophone: a variant of a phoneme 
Example:  the /p/ in ‗pil‘ is different though similar sound in ‗spil‘. 

The difference is in the aspiration /p/ in ‗pit‘ can be transcribed /phɪ t/ with /ph/ indicating 

aspiration.  What about „tap‟?  
Allophones occur only in certain positions within a word. 
 

ALLOPHONES    COMPLEMENTARY DISTRIBUTION 
 

Complementary distribution 

When two or more sounds do not occur in the same sound environment. 
 
E.g.: /l/ at the end of a syllable – 

/bʊl/ and /l/ at the beginning of a syllable - /let/ 

 
ALLOPHONES   FREE VARIATION 

 
Free variation - When a word is pronounced in two different ways – using two different phonemes 

but has no effect on the meaning 

Examples:   
‗either‘ - /aIðə/  or  / i:ðə /   
‗ed‘ endings of the past tense 

‗tomato‘ - /təma:təʊ/ or /təmeItəʊ/ 

 
Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 

CONSONANT DESCRIPTION PRACTICE 
Describe the following consonants. 
 

[ s ] 
 
 

 

[ d ] 
 
 

[ Z ] 
 
 

[ T ] 
 
 

[ m ] 
 

 

[ w ] 
 

 
Give the consonant that the following descriptions correspond to. 

 

voiced velar nasal 
 
 

 

voiceless postalveolar affricate 
 
 

voiced bilabial stop 
 
 

voiceless velar stop 
 

 

voiced alveolar fricative 
 

 

voiced palatal glide 
 

 
Say whether the following consonants are voiced or voiceless. 

 

             [z],  [T],  [b],  [p],  [D],  [s]. 
             [f],  [v],  [t],  [d],  [k],  [g],  [S] (this is the symbol for the sh of ship)  
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3. The following pairs of words are distinguished in pronunciation partly or solely  
according to whether they contain a voiced (vd) or a voiceless (vl) consonant.  Say  

which is the crucial consonant in each case, and specify its voicing status. 
 
pin, bin 

fail, veil 
toll, dole 
gin, chin 

zoo, sue 
 
wreath, wreathe (―in smiles‖) 

either, ether (a kind of gas) 
Aleutian, allusion.  

 

4. Changing the voicing of a single consonant in each of the following results in a  
different word.  Which consonant and which word?  (Sometimes there‘s more than  
one possibility.  Concentrate on the pronunciation, not on the spelling.) 
 

seal 
razor 
ice 

scarce 
ankle 

                                           dug 

                                           bicker 
                                           lunge 

thigh 

Confucian  
 

Do you Remember the Vocal Tract? 
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 Exercises: 
 

5. Show where the following are 
situated on this diagram of the upper  
vocal tract: 

 
1.  blade of tongue, 
2.  front of tongue, 

3. velum,   
4.  pharynx,   
5.  larynx,   

6.uvula, 
7.  alveolum, 
8.  root of tongue.   
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Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Vowels 

 
You‘ll recall that consonants are grouped according to certain ―dimensions‖: Place of 
articulation, manner of articulation, etc. Vowels can also be grouped according to the 

dimensions along which they vary. The Language Construction Kit lists these dimensions as 
Height, Frontness, Roundedness, 
 

Height 
 
How high is the tongue – i.e., how close to the roof of the mouth? This is usually divided 

into three positions, quite creatively named ―High,‖ ―Mid,‖ and ―Low.‖ :-) Say ―Bee‖ or 

―You.‖ That is High. Say ―Cat‖ or  ―Father.‖ That is Low. Say ―Say‖ or ―Show.‖ That is 
Mid.  

 
 Frontness 
 

What part of the tongue is involved; that is, what part is raised or lowered? Is it the part 

close to the front of the mouth, the back, or the center? These are ever-so-cleverly classified 

as ―Front,‖ ―Central,‖ and ―Back.‖ Front vowels are heard in ―Bee,‖ ―Snake,‖ and ―Cat.‖ 

Back vowels are heard in ―You,‖ ―Show,‖ and ―Father.‖ English has only two (some would 

lump them together and say only one) Mid vowels. 

 Essentially, it‘s the same sound but is classified as to whether it‘s used in a stressed or 

unstressed syllable. For stressed syllables, the Mid vowel is that which you hear in 

―Shut Up.‖ The same sound, in an unstressed syllable, is the famous ―Schwa Sound,‖ which 

all English vowels very sneakily mutate into whenever you don‘t bother to put syllable stress 

on them. It‘s the sound of the first syllable in ―about,‖ for one example.   

 
Roundedness 

 
In pronouncing these vowels, your tongue can‘t do it all alone; the position of the lips is also 

a consideration. Compare ―See‖ and ―Sue.‖ Both have High vowels; ―See‖ has a Front 

vowel and ―Sue‖ a back vowel. What else differentiates them? It‘s the lip-rounding; for ―See‖ 
you pull the corners of your mouth back tightly while for ―Sue‖ you round them into a nice 
little ―O‖  
 

Hint: 
 
All vowels involve free passage of lung air through the upper vocal  tract.   

(This is what distinguishes them from consonants, for which, as you began 

to see in the last chapter, there is always some obstruction above the level of the 

larynx). 

The impediment to the airstream for vowels is located at the glottis, not  in the supra-glottal 

tract:  the vocal folds are in close enough contact for vibration  to occur.  The sound wave 

that this generates is amplified by the resonance of the  cavities above the larynx. 

 

 

 

http://www.zompist.com/kitlong.html
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Hint:  

 

This means that vowels are normally voiced:  ―normally‖ because voiceless vowels  

are a possibility — they can best be thought of as whispered vowels.  Although the  

vocal folds aren‘t actually vibrating for these, there‘s still sufficient constriction at the  

glottis for the airstream to be impeded and for turbulence (i.e. a sound wave) to be  

generated — you can feel this constriction if you say a few vowels in as loud a whisper  

as you can.  

 

VOWELS 

 

They are sounds in which there is no obstruction to the flow of air as it passes from the 

larynx to the lips 

They are classified on the basis of a close-open and front- back diagram. 

 

Vowel chart 
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Long E Sound 
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Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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-5- 
 

Elements of the Lecture 
 

- Short & Long Vowels with Diagrams  

- Diphthongs,   
- Triphthongs & Glides 

 

Phonetics 
The Study of the way Humans make, Transmit, and Receive Sounds 
 

Phonology  
 the study of sound systems of languages 
 

Phoneme  
A phonological segment that can be phonetically predicted by a rule 
– /b/ in bit and /p/ in pit.  
 

The Organs of Speech and Articulation 
 

 

 
 

 :ملاحظة 

 توجو للبوربونت عند ىذه الصورة 

 .وانقز على السماعت نقزتين لسماع النطق ..
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- Languages are made up of vowels and consonants sounds  
 

- English consists of 44 sounds (20 vowels and 24 consonants) 
 
 

Vowels  
 

- Most vowel sounds are modified by the shape of the lips.  

(rounded / spread / neutral)  
- Sounds are made by vibrating the vocal cords (voicing). 

 

Vowels can be 
  
single sounds – monophthongs or pure vowels 

Double sounds - Diphthongs 
Triple sounds -  Triphthongs  
 
 

Pure vowels usually come in pairs consisting of long and short sounds 
 

 
 
The tongue tip is raised slightly at the front towards the   alveolar. In the longer 
 sound the tongue is raised higher. 
  

The most common sound in English – the Schwa 
 

 
 

This sound is made by relaxing the mouth and keeping your lips in a neutral position and 

making a short sound. It is found in words like paper, over, about, and common in weak 

verbs in spoken English. 
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This sound is the long form of the schwa sound. It is found in words like thirteen and 

bird. The mouth is relaxed and lips are neutral. 
 

 
 

 
 

The centre of the tongue is raised towards the soft plate, the lips are neutral.  
 
 

 

 
The lips are rounded and the centre and back of the tongue is raised towards the soft plate. 

 For the longer sound the tongue is raised higher and the lips are more rounded. 
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Made with rounded lips and tongue slightly raised at the back 

The long sound– door, four & more 

The short sound – hot, clock and what. 
 
 

 
 
 

Two of the vowels do not have long sounds  
 

 
 

This sound is made with the mouth spread wide open. It is found  
in – cat, man, apple & ran 

 

 
 

 
 

- The sound of ‗e‘ is found in – wet, left, when & tell. Like the sound for ‗a‘ it is a short sound 
that has no long version.  

- The vowel sounds we have just reviewed make up the rest of the diphthongs etc. that come 

next. 
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Diphthongs,  Triphthongs & Glides 
 

- Diphthongs are combinations of two sounds- 
English has 8 diphthongs 

- Triphthongs are combinations of three sounds- 

English has 1 triphthong (a diphthong + a schwa sound) 

Glides are sounds made when the tongue moves from one position to another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here we have three sounds; 

The sounds from 1) for 2) tour 3) go  
 

 
Two of these sounds are diphthongs, combinations of vowels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diphthongs are made by sliding the tongue for one 
position to another - this is know as a glide.  

 
This diphthong is found in – hay, date, scrape & vein. 
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Here two more pure vowels are combined to make a sound. This sound is like saying 

the letter ‗O‘. It begins with a er (schwa) and moves towards the ‗oo‘ sound found 

in good.   
 

 

   
 
Words like  cow, down,  ground and town all contain this sound.  
(The a: is also used to make this diphthong)  

 

 

 
 
Review all 8 sounds and try the exercises on the worksheets 

 
Notes:______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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-6- 
Phonetic Transcription  

 
The Meaning of Phonetic Transcription 
 

Phonetic transcription (or phonetic notation) is the visual representation of speech sounds 

(or phones). The most common type of phonetic transcription uses a phonetic alphabet, 

e.g., the International Phonetic Alphabet.  
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There are two “golden rules” for transcription: 
 

1- Think of the pronunciation, not the spelling.  Instead of letting  

 

yourself be mesmerized by the written form of the word, look away, or  

close your eyes, and ask yourself how you actually pronounce it. Among  

a thousand other pitfalls, this will help you to avoid inserting an [l] into  

your transcription of salmon, it will ensure that you transcribe the s of  

his with [z] not with [s], or the f of of with [v] not with [f], and it will  

prevent you from including the silent b of doubt in your transcription.  

 

2- Use one symbol for each identifiable sound. 

 

- In many cases, the  orthography (i.e. the spelling system) uses more than one letter in 

cases  where a single symbol is required in a transcription:  

 ps,  sh,  ch,  tch are cases in point.  

 

- And a transcription, though it may be shorter, can convey  

more precise information than the orthographic form (the spelling):  th  

corresponds to either [T] or [D]) and the notorious -ough to [ʌf], [uː], [ə],  

[aʊ], [əʊ] or [ɒf] (enough, through, borough, bough, although, cough).  

 

Broad and Narrow 

 

-  Broad transcriptions 

•  Represent only contrastive sounds (phonemes) 

•  Enclosed in slashes: / / 

•  Generally use only alphabetic symbols 

 

-  Narrow transcriptions 

•  Represent phones  

•  Capture as much phonetic detail as possible 

•  Enclosed in brackets: [  ] 

•  Can require use of diacritics 

 

Broad and Narrow Phonetic transcription 

 

Broad phonetic transcription: captures the basic sounds; What the speaker 

intended to say; roughly eqivalent to a phonemic transcription. 

Narrow phonetic  transcription: captures the precise pronunciation; what the 

speaker actually said; makes use of the full resources of the IPA. 

Notational convention: 

Slashes /  / for phonemic transcription 

Square brackets [   ] for phonetic transcripton. 
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English Phonemes 

 

Familiar IPA symbols, same sound: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sound/symbol correspondence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

English Phonemes 
 
Familiar IPA symbols, different sounds: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- A diphthong is a phoneme that combines two phones. 

 

1. *p+ ‘pot’ 7. *r+ ‘rot’  12. *m+ ‘ma’ 

2. *b+ ‘bought’ 8. *f+ ‘fought’  13. *n+ ‘not’ 

3. *t+ ‘tot’  9. *v+ ‘vote’  14. *l+ ‘lot’ 

4. *d+ ‘dot’ 10. *s+ ‘sot’  15. *w+ ‘walk’ 

5. *k+ ‘kit’  11. *z+ ‘zit’  16. *h+ ‘hot’ 

6. *g+ ‘got’ 

 

enough   through  thorough   thought  bough 

       [ʌf]           [u:]            [ə]          [ɔ:]       [aʊ] 

   think   those       thistle           thong 

   [θ]                  [ð]             [θ]                [θ] 

      church      chemistry         Cheryl 

        [tʃ]          [k]        [ʃ] 

 

17. [j]  ‘yacht’       “yod”  

18. [i]  ‘heed’ 

19. [e] ([ej]) ‘hayed’                          (*ej+ = a “diphthong”) 

20.   ‘hod’ 

21. [o] ([ow]) ‘bode’        (*ow+ = a “diphthong”) 

22. [u]  ‘who’d’  
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Unfamiliar IPA symbols, for consonants:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23.  ‘thought’ “theta”  28.     ‘chop’ 

24.  ‘though’ “edh”  29.     ‘jot’ 

25.  ‘shot’  “esh”  

26.  ‘vision’                 “ezh”  

27.  ‘ring’  “engma”    
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Transcription – the art of reducing speech to writing 

 
Remember: a word in isolation may be spoken differently to a word in connected speech 
to = [tu:] 

give it to him = [gɪv ɪt tə ɪm] 

 

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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-7- 
Syllable Structure in English 

Lets study it… 
   

What Does Syllabification of a Word Mean? 

 
- Words can be cut up into units called syllables.  
- Humans seem to need syllables as a way of segmenting the stream of speech and giving it a 

rhythm of strong and weak beats, as we hear in Music.  
- Syllables exist only to make speech easier for the brain to process.  
- A word contains at least one syllable. 

 
 
Most speakers of English … 

 
- …have no trouble dividing a word up into its component syllables. Sometimes how a 

particular word is divided might vary from one individual to another, but a division is always 
easy and always possible. Here are some words divided into their component syllables (a 

period is used to mark the end of a syllable): 
  

- tomato = to.ma.to  

window = win.dow  
 

- (some people might put some of the periods in different places in this word). 

 
Syllables and their parts 
 

- The parts are onset and rhyme; within the rhyme we find the nucleus and coda.  

- Not all syllables have all parts; the smallest possible syllable contains a nucleus only.  

- A syllable may or may not have an onset and a coda.  

 
Onset (O) 

 
- Onset: the beginning sounds of the syllable; the ones preceding the nucleus. These are 

always consonants in English. The nucleus is  a vowel in most cases, although the 
consonants [ r ], [ l ],[ m ], [ n ], and the velar nasal (the 'ng' sound) can also be the 

nucleus of a syllable.  
 

- In the following words, the onset is in bold; the rest underlined. 

read  
flop  
strap  

 
 
If a word contains more than one syllable, 

 each syllable will have the usual syllable parts: 
 
win.dow  

to.ma.to  
pre.pos.te.rous  
fun.da.men.tal 
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Rhyme (R) 
 

Rhyme (or rime): the rest of the syllable, after the onset (the underlined portions of the 

words above). The rhyme can also be divided up: 

 

Rhyme = nucleus + coda 

 

Nucleus (N) 

 

- Nucleus is the core or essential part of a syllable. A nucleus must be present in order for a 

syllable to be present.  

-  In English and most other languages, most syllable nuclei are vowels.  

 

 

-  The English liquids [ r  l ] and the nasals [ m  n ] can be the nuclei of syllables under 

certain conditions. [ r ] can be a nucleus as easily as a vowel, in any position: the words 

'bird', have [ r ] as the nucleus; in other words, there is no vowel in the pronunciation of 

these syllables, even though they have one in the spelling. 

 [brd] 

 

 

- [ l ] and the nasals [ m n ] become syllable nuclei when they follow an alveolar consonant in 

the last syllable of a word. This happens in the relaxed or casual rather than very formal 

articulation of the word. Compare casual vs. formal pronunciations of 'button', 'bottle', 

'bottom'.  

 

 

The Core Syllable 

 

The core syllable is made up of a Nucleus preceded by an Onset: 

 

                     

 

O  (nset)     N  (ucleus) 

 

 

        C      V 

 

 
- Some languages only have CV syllables. 
- More commonly, languages allow for syllables of greater complexity. 

- The core syllable is, however, found in every language. 
- he fact that CV syllables are cross-linguistically attested offers an interesting parallel with 

their invariable occurrence in early child language. 
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-  Linguists often use tree diagrams to illustrate syllable structure. 'Flop', for example, would 

look like this (the word appears in IPA symbols, not English spelling). 's' = 'syllable'; 'O' = 
'onset'; 'R' = 'rhyme'; 'N' = 'nucleus'; 'C' = 'coda'. 
 

- The syllable node at the top of the tree branches into Onset and Rhyme; the Onset node 
branches because it contains two consonants, [ f ] and [ l ]. The Rhyme node branches 

because this syllable has both a nucleus and a coda. 
 
          σ  

        /     \  
      O     R  
      / \    /  \  
     |   |   N C  

     |   |    |    |  
   [ f   l    a  p ] 
 

Steps to determine the diagram:  
 

a. Determine the nucleus (N)  

b. Add Rhyme ( R ) on the ordinate of the nucleus  

c. Determine the onset (O) and the coda (C). 

 

 
The syllable structure analysis of the words 'read', 'flop',  'strap' and 'window' are 

as follows (IPA symbols are used to show the sounds in the word/syllable): 
 
 

read = one syllable  

Onset = [ r ]  

Rhyme = [ id ]      (within the rhyme:)  

     Nucleus = [ i ]  

     Coda   = [ d ] 

flop = one syllable  

Onset = [ f l ]  

Rhyme  = [ a p ]  

    Nucleus  =  [ a ]  

    Coda  =  [ p ] 

 

 

 

  Notice  

 

A.If a syllable has the coda, it is called as closed syllable  

 Example : cap, sit, man   

 

b. If a syllable doesn‘t have the coda it is called as open syllable.  

 Example : he, she, me 

window = 2 syllables 

First syllable:  [wIn]  

 Onset  = [ w ]  

 Rhyme  = [ I n ]  

     Nucleus = [ I ]  

     Coda  = [ n ] 

Second syllable: [ d o ]  

 Onset = [ d ]  

 Rhyme = [ o ]  

     Nucleus = [ o ]  

     (This syllable has no coda) 
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Liquids and nasals as syllable nuclei 

 

- The English liquids [ r  l ] and the nasals [ m  n ] can be the nuclei of syllables under certain 

conditions. [ r ] can be a nucleus as easily as a vowel, in any position: the words 'bird', 

'word', 'her', 'fur', the first syllable of 'perceive' and 'surname' and the final syllables of 

'mother', 'actor' (in casual pronunciation) all have [ r ] as the nucleus; in other words, there 

is no vowel in the pronunciation of these syllables, even though they have one in the 

spelling. 

 

- [ l ] and the nasals [ m n ] become syllable nuclei when they follow an alveolar consonant in 

the last syllable of a word. This happens in the relaxed or casual rather than very formal 

articulation of the word. Compare casual vs. formal pronunciations of 'button', 'bottle', 

'bottom'. 

 

- When one of these sounds is a syllable nucleus, this is shown in transcription by putting a 

very short vertical line under the IPA symbol 

[ r  l  m  n ].  

  '   '   '    '  

Summary of the elements of a phonological system… 

 

The phonological system of a language includes various units plus patterns which are 

used to combine the units into larger units. The units of a phonological system are: 

 

1. features: 

 

 aspects or characteristics of a speech sound that arise from the way the sound is 

articulated or the way it sounds to the ear. 'Voicing' is a feature that varies according to 

whether or not the vocal cords vibrate during the articulation of a sound; the sound [ s ] 

is voiceless, but the sound [ z ] is voiced, for example. Other features include 'manner', 

or what sort of gesture or position is used to make a consonant sound (a 'stop' involves 

blocking the airstream completely for a fraction of a second, as for [ p ], while a 

'fricative' involves creating a narrow opening through which air escapes, as for [ f ]. 

There are also suprasegmental features, which are 'overlaid' on syllables or words. 

One such feature is stress, known outside linguistics as 'where the accent is in a word'. 

In 'potato', the stress falls on the second syllable; in 'promise' on the first. 

 

  

Summary of the elements of a phonological system           
 

2. segments: 

 a segment is a speech sound such as [ m ] or [ i ]. Speech sounds are made by putting 

several features together. [ m ], for example, is created by vibrating the vocal cords 

(feature: voiced), closing the mouth at the lips (feature: bilabial), and lowering the soft 

palate so that air can escape through the nose (feature: nasal). These three gestures occur 

simultaneously. The result is a voiced bilabial nasal, [ m ]. Thus, segments are units that are 

built up from features; features are the building blocks for segments. 
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3. syllables: 

 a syllable is a rhythmic unit of speech. Syllables exist to make the speech stream easier 

for the human mind to process. A syllable comprises one or more segments; segments are 

the building blocks for syllables. Details on the syllable are found below. 

 

4. words: 

 words are made of syllables. 

 

The patterns or rule systems of a phonological system include:         

 

1. phonotactics, 

 

 also known as sequence constraints. These are restrictions on the number and type 

of segments that can combine to form syllables and words; they vary greatly from one 

language to another. In English, for example, a word may begin with up to three 

consonants, but no more than three. If a word does begin with three consonants, the 

first will always be [ s ], the second must be chosen from among the voiceless stops [ p  

t  k  ] and the third from among the liquids [ l  r ] or glides  [  w  y  ]. Thus we get 

words such as 'squeeze' [ s k w i z ] in English, but not words such as [ p s t a p ]. 

 

2. phonological processes, 

 

 including coarticulation processes, are modifications of the feature structure of a 

sound that occur for one of two reasons: to make sounds that are near each other more 

alike, thus make articulation easier (assimilation), or to make sounds more different from 

each other (for instance, aspiration makes voiceless stops such as [  p  ] and [  k  ] more 

different from voiced ones such as [  b  ] and [  g  ]. 

 

Draw, the syllable structure of the following words: 

 

apron 

basic 

began 

begin  

depend 

even 

hotel  
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Exercise: Analyzing the syllable structure of English words 

 

Using the models on the 'Syllable structure in English' page for the words 'read', 'flop', 

and 'window', analyze the following words into their syllable structure.  (See Slide 14)  

 

(1) Write the word with periods between the syllables; use IPA symbols - Ex. 'baby' = [ 

be.bi ]  

(2) List and identify the parts of each syllable  

 

Ex. :  'boondocks'  =  [ bun.daks ] 

 

- First syllable: 

  [ bun ]  

Onset  [ b ]  

Rhyme [ un ]  

 Nucleus [ u ]  

 Coda    [ n ] 

 

- Second syllable:   

 

[ daks ]  

Onset  [ d ]  

Rhyme [ aks ]  

 Nucleus [ a ]  

 Coda    [ ks ] 

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Remember that diphthongs count as single 

vowel segments. 

Here are your words: 

1. playdough  

2. thanks. 

3. nondescript  (take your time!)  

4. toys  

5. straw  

6. plastic 
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Syllables Practice 

- Syllables 
- What are syllables? 

 

 
Syllables and their parts 
 

- The parts are onset and rhyme; within the rhyme we find the nucleus and coda.  

- Not all syllables have all parts; the smallest possible syllable contains a nucleus only.  

 A syllable may or may not have an onset and a coda. 

 

 

Onset (O) 

 

Onset: the beginning sounds of the syllable; the ones preceding the nucleus. These are 

always consonants in English. The nucleus is  a vowel in most cases, although the 

consonants [ r ], [ l ],        [ m ], [ n ], and the velar nasal (the 'ng' sound) can also be the 

nucleus of a syllable.  

In the following words, the onset is in bold; the rest underlined. 

 read  

flop  

strap  

 

 

If a word contains more than one syllable,  

each syllable will have the usual syllable parts: 

 

win.dow  

to.ma.to  

pre.pos.te.rous  

fun.da.men.tal 

 

 

Rhyme (R) 

 

Rhyme (or rime): the rest of the syllable, after the onset (the underlined portions of the 

words above). The rhyme can also be divided up: 

Rhyme = nucleus + coda 
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Nucleus (N) 

 

- Nucleus is the core or essential part of a syllable. A nucleus must be present in order for a 

syllable to be present.  

 

 In English and most other languages, most syllable nuclei are vowels.  

 The English liquids [ r  l ] and the nasals [ m  n ] can be the nuclei of syllables under certain 

conditions. [ r ] can be a nucleus as easily as a vowel, in any position: the words 'bird', have 

[ r ] as the nucleus; in other words, there is no vowel in the pronunciation of these syllables, 

even though they have one in the spelling. 

[brd] 

[ l ] and the nasals [ m n ] become syllable nuclei when they follow an alveolar consonant in 

the last syllable of a word. This happens in the relaxed or casual rather than very formal 

articulation of the word. Compare casual vs. formal pronunciations of 'button', 'bottle', 

'bottom'. 

 

The Core Syllable 

 

The core syllable is made up of a Nucleus preceded by an Onset: 

                         

 

O(nset)  N(ucleus) 

 

   C        V 

  

 Syllables 

                     Jump 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                   Jumping 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

               Jumping 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                   Help 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 
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Syllables 

                   hello 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                   Hello 

 

How many syllables does this word have?  

 

Syllables 

                  pencil 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  pencil 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  clock 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  table 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  table 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  happy 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  happy 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 
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Syllables 

                  school 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                   Liverpool 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  Liverpool 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  carefully 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  carefully 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  mummy 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  happy 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  Mummy 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 

Syllables 

                  computer 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 
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Syllables 

                  computer 

 

How many syllables does this word have? 

 
Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Elements of the Class 
 

- Strong and Weak Syllables  

- Ths Shwa  
- Close front and close back vowels. 
- The Nature of Stress 

- Word stress rule  
- Sentence stress in English   

 

Syllable structure 
 
The general structure of a syllable consists of the following segments: 

Onset (obligatory in some languages, optional or even restricted in others)  
Rime  
Nucleus (obligatory in all languages)  
Coda (optional in some languages, highly restricted or prohibited in others)  

  tree representation of a CVC syllable. 
 
 

Strong and weak syllables 
 
A close observation of English phonology will reveal  that many syllables are weak; this 

is true of many other languages ,but their constant occurrence and their importance makes 
it imperative to study them closely. 
So it is necessary to study how these weak syllables are pronounced and where they occur 

in English..  
 
 

What does “stress” mean? 
 
 stress is the relative emphasis that may be given to certain syllables in a word, or to 

certain words in a phrase or sentence. 
The term is also used for similar patterns of phonetic prominence inside syllables. The 
word accent is sometimes also used with this sense. 

 
 
What do we mean by :strong: and :weak:? 

 
In the present context, we are using these terms to refer to phonetic characteristics of 
syllables. We could describe them  partly in terms of stress (by saying, for example, that 

strong syllables are stressed and weak syllables unstressed),but  until we describe what " 
stress" means such a description would be very useful. 
 

 
Rule 
 
The more important thing to note at present is that any strong syllable will have as  its 

centre one of the vowel phonemes(or possibly a triphthong )but not Shwa. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable_onset
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable_rime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable_nucleus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable_coda
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable
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Rule 
 

While comparing the weak syllables containing vowels with strong syllables, it is obeserved 

that vowel in  a weak syllable tends to be shorter, of lower intensity and different in quality. 

 

For example, in the other word " father /f ɑ: ə             the second syllable , which is weak is 

shorter than the first, is less loud and has a vowel that cannot occur in strong vowels.In a 

word like " bottle" /bɒtl/           the weak second syllable contains no vowel at all, but 

consists entirely of the consonant.We call this a syllabic consonant. 

 

 
The vowel ( " shwa" )  ə 
 

The most frequently occuring vowel in English language is shwa  ə  , which is always 

associated with weak syllables.In quality it is mid( that is, half-way between close and open) 

and central ( that is, half way between front and back).It is generally described as lax, that 

is , not articulated with much force and energy. 

 

 

Rule 

 

Most of the weak syllables in English have shwa   but it does not mean that all weak 

syllables have  shwa   . Learners of English will have to know about the proper placement of 

the shwa. 

 

 

Here are some examples in which spellings  

act as guide to predict the weak syllable. 

 

- Spelt with " a '; strong pronuciation would be    æ 

attend    / ətend /                          character  /kærəktə/ 

barracks / bærəks /   

- Adjectival endings spelt   " ate" ; strong pronunciation would be   eI         

intimate / IntImət /                         accurate/ækjərət / 

desolate/desələt/ 

 

  

Close front and close back vowels 

 

Two other vowels are commonly found in weak syllables, one close front ( in the general 

area of i:  and  i) and the other close back rounded ( in the general region of u: and  ʊ  )  .  

In strong syllables it is easy to distinguish i:  from     ,u: from   ʊ , but in weak syllables the 

difference is not so clear.For example, although it is easy enough to decide which vowel one 

hears in  " beat " or " bit" , it is much less easy to decide which vowel one hears in the 

second syllable of words such as, " easy" or " busy".  
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What is the weak form? 

 

English is a stress-timed language, which means that stressed syllables are equal in timing. 

In order to fit our words into this pattern, we tend to "squash" or compress other syllables 

or words occurring between stresses, in order to keep up with the more or less regular 

rhythm. Therefore, compressing or "weakening" some sounds is necessary to keep the 

rhythm of English. 

 

A weak form is the pronunciation of a word or syllable in an unstressed manner. Of course, 

the difference between the strong form (stressed) and the weak form (unstressed) of a 

word is not apparent in writing, but in speech these two variations in pronunciation can be 

drastically different. If spoken in isolation, the weak form of a word would probably be 

unintelligible. The difference between the two forms can affect meaning. 

See             

 

 

 

- Here is an example to show how strong and weak forms of a single word (that) 

can change the entire meaning of a sentence: 

 

- John thinks that man is evil. /ð ə t/ 

This version of the sentence, with the weak (unstressed) form of that, means "John thinks 

all humans are evil." ə 

 

- John thinks that man is evil. / æt/ 

This version of the sentence, with the strong (stressed) form of that, means "John thinks a 

specific (male) individual is evil."  

 

- As indicated by this example, if a speaker unknowingly uses the strong form instead of the 

weak form, misunderstandings can occur. 

 

 

 

There are two good reasons why weak  and strong syllables ought to be learnt 

 

First, teaching weak forms can help students improve their production of spoken English. 

Because of the influence of their first language, foreign  students tend to pronounce every 

word very clearly. As a result, their speech always sounds foreign, sometimes unintelligible, 

because enunciating each word in a sentence can disrupt the natural rhythm of spoken 

English. Second, not knowing the weak form may inhibit students' comprehension of the 

English spoken by fluent speakers. Therefore, acquiring weak forms is important not only for 

students' production of spoken English but also for their listening comprehension. 
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The nature of stress 

 

 All stressed syllables (or strong syllables) are more prominent than unstressed syllables (or 

weak syllables) . Four different factors are important: 

 

1. Stressed ayllables are louder than unstressed syllables; (loudness) 

2. The length of syllables; If one syllable is longer than the others there is quite a strong 

tendency to hear it as stressed; 

 

3. The pitch of the syllable: pitch in speech is realted to the frequency of vibration of the vocal 

cords and to the musical notion of low and high pitched notes; 

4. A syllable will tend to be more prominent if it contains a vowel that is different in quality 

from neighbouring vowels (i.e look at vowels against vowels encountered in weak syllables)  

 

How do you say teacher? 

 

Longer teeeeeeeeeeee cher  

Higher tea  

 cher 

Louder TEA cher 

All three combined TEEEEEEEEEEE  

 cher 

 

Word Stress Rule 

 

Word type 

 

Where is the 

stress? 

  Examples 

 

Two syllables Nouns on the first 
syllable 

center  
object  

flower 
 

Verbs on the last 

syllable 

release  

admit  
arrange 

Compound Nouns  
(N + N)  

(Adj. + N) 

 

on the first part 
 

desktop  
pencil case  
bookshelf  

greenhouse 

Adjectives  
(Adj. + P.P.) 

on the last part 
(the verb part) 

well-meant 
hard-headed  

old-fashioned 

Verbs  
(prep. + verb) 

 

 understand  
overlook  

outperform 
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Sentence Stress in English 
 

- Sentence stress is the music of spoken English. Like word stress, sentence stress can help 

you to understand spoken English, especially when spoken fast. 

 

- Sentence stress is what gives English its rhythm or "beat". You remember that word stress 

is accent on one syllable within a word. Sentence stress is accent on certain words within 

a sentence. 

 

 

Most sentences have two types of word: 

 

content words  

structure words  

Content words are the key words of a sentence. They are the important words that carry 

the meaning or sense.  

Structure words are not very important words. They are small, simple words that make 

the sentence correct grammatically.  

If you remove the structure words from a sentence, you will probably still understand the 

sentence. 

 

 

Imagine that you receive this telegram message:  

 

 
 

Rules for Sentence Stress in English 

 

The basic rules of sentence stress are: 

1. content words are stressed  

2. structure words are unstressed  

3. the time between stressed words is always the same  
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Content words - stressed  

 

 
 

Structure words – unstressed 

  

 
 
Notes:______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Stress 
 
Stress (within a word) 

 
The nature of stress 
Levels of stress 

Placement of stress within a word 
 

- suffixes  

- prefixes 
- compound words 
- variable stress 

- word-class pairs 
 
 
The nature of stress 

 
Stress – a sound or syllable which is stressed is one upon which there is expended in the 
articulation relatively great breath effort and muscular energy: in voiced sounds, greater 

amplitude of vibration of the vocal folds, together with the reinforcing resonation of the 
supraglottal cavities, results in the physical terms in relatively great intensity of the sound or 
syllable, such intensity being perceived by the listener as greater loudness associated with 

the sound or syllable.  
 
 

The nature of stress 
 
Production 

 
- generally defined as the speaker using more muscular energy than is used for the 

unstressed syllables.  

 
- the muscles used to expel air is more active, producing higher superglottal pressure. 

Prominence – stressed syllable are recognised because they are more prominent than the 

unstressed syllable. 
 
 

What makes a syllable prominent? 
 
There are certain factors that make a syllable more prominent and these factors often co 

exist to give considerable perceptual effect. 
 

- stressed syllables are often louder.  

- stressed syllables are made more prominent by its length. 
-  
-  the pitch of the stressed syllable is noticeably different from the other syllables. 

(movement of pitch e.g. rising or falling) 

 
- contains a vowel which is of different quality from the other vowels. (refer to ―WEAK 

FORMS‖ in Roach pg 112) 
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Levels of stress 
 
Many levels of stress depending on the length of the word. (not just confined to two or 

three levels) 
 

- the word ‗around‘ – on the second syllable the pitch of the voice does not remain level but 

falls from a higher to a lower pitch (trans 1)  
 

- the prominence from this pitch transition is called primary stress (Roach) primary 

accentuation (Gimson) 
 

- secondary stress – weaker than primary stress but stronger than than an unstressed 
syllable. 

‗examination‘ , ‗photographic‘, 
 
 

 
Placement of stress  
 

How can we know the correct syllable to stress? Example ‗camera, ca‘mera or came‘ra? 

 

- the word is morphologically complex or simple? I.e  does it have one or more affixes or is it 

a compound word? 

What part of speech? Noun? Verb? 

 

The total number of syllables 

Phonological structure of the syllables. 

 
 
 

Word stress/accentual patterns 
 
2 syllables –  

 
if verbs – basic rule, the second syllable is accented. 
Examples:  in‘vent, re‘form. 

 
If the final syllable is weak then the first syllable is accented 
Examples: ‗open, ‗enter 

Adjectives – ‗lovely, ‗yellow 
 
Nouns – if the second syllable contains a short vowel, then the stress will go to the first 

syllable. If not, it will fall on the second syllable  
Examples: ‗husband, ‗placard, ‗window, ‗money, bal‘loon, Chi‘nese, can‘teen  
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Word stress patterns 
 

3 syllables 
 
Verbs – is the final syllable is strong then it will be stressed 

Examples : under‘stand, enter‘tain  
 
If the last syllable is weak, stress will be on the preceding syllable if it is strong. 

Examples: en‘counter, de‘termine  
 
If both the second and third syllable are weak, the the stress will go to the first syllable. 

Examples: ‗parody 
 
 

 
Word stress pattern 
 
3 syllables  

 
Nouns – if the final syllable is weak or ends with {}, then it is unstressed. If the syllable 
preceding this is strong, the the stress will go to the middle syllable. Examples: re‘lation, 

po‘tato, e‘leven, sy‘nopsis  
Is the second and third syllable are both weak, the the stress will go to the first syllable.  
 

Examples:  ‗yesterday, ‗innocence, ‗bachelor, ‗wanderer 
To think: last syllables which are prominent, do they take a the secondary stress? (Roach 
pg. 100) 

 
 
 

Word stress patterns 
 
Complex words 

 
- words made from a basic word form (stem) + an affix 
- compound words – words composed of separable root morphemes. (football) 

 
Affixes – prefixes (comes before the stem, example: impossible) and suffixes (comes after 
the stem, example: happiness) 

 
 
Suffixes 

 
Suffixes carrying primary stress – the primary stress is on the first syllable of the suffix. If 
the stem consists of more than one syllable then its first syllable will take a secondary stress  

 
Ja‘pan -> ,Japa‘nese  
‗-ee‘ -> ,refu‘gee  
‗-eer‘ -> ,mountai‘neer  

‗-ese‘ -> ‗portu‘guese‘ 
‗-ette‘ -> ,ciga‘rette  
‗-esque‘ -> ,pictur‘esque  
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Suffixes 
 

Suffixes that do not affect stress placement 
 
―-able‖ ‗comfortable 

―-age‖   ‗anchorage 
―-al‖ ‗refusal,  ‗rebuttal 
―-en‖ ‗widen 

―-ful‖  ‗wonderful 
―-ing‖  ‗amazing 
―-ish‖  ‗devilish 

 
For verbs with stems containing more than 1 syllable, the stress is always on the syllable 
immediately preceding ―-ish‖ e.g. re‘plenish 

 
Suffixes 
 
Suffixes that influence stress in the stem 

In these examples primary stress is on the last syllable of the stem. 
 
―-eous‖   ,advan‘tageous     

―-graphy‖  pho‘tography  
―-ial‖  de‘nial  
―-ic‖  cli‘matic  

―-ion‖   per‘fection  
―-ious‖  in‘jurious  
―-ty‖  tran‘quility  

―-ive‖ re‘flexive  
 
 

Prefixes 
 
Effects on stress do not have comparative regularity, thus ~ safe to say governed by the 

same rules as those for words without prefixes.  

 
 Compound words 
 

Stms with hyphen ―air-raid‖, smts as one word ―strawberry‖, smts as two words ―desk 
lamps‖ 
 

- Compounds with an adjectival first element and the –ed morpheme at the end  

 Examples: Bad-‘tempered, half-‘timbered, 
                   heavy-‘handed 
 

- Compounds in which the first element is a number in some form also tend to have final 
stress 
Examples: three-‘wheeler 

          second-‘class 
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Compound words 
 

- Compounds functioning as adverbs are  usually final-stressed 
Examples: head-‘first, North-‘East, down-‘stream 
 

- Compounds functioning as verbs and have an adverbial first element take the final stress 
Examples: down-‘grade, back-‘pedal, ill-‘treat 
 

 
Variable stress 
 

Stress patterns change 
Stress position may vary due to: 
 

- the stress on other words occurring next to the word in question. Example: stress on the 
final stress compound tends to move to a preceding syllable if the following word begins 
with a strongly stressed syllable. 

- Bad-‘tempered    ----->  a ‗bad-tempered ‗teacher 

- Not all speakers agree on the placement of the word. Example ‗controversy  vs. con‘troversy  
 
 

Word-class pairs 
 

- Two syllable words identical in spelling, differ from each other in  their word class. Most of 

them are prefix+stem  
 

- Their stress placement is also different. I.e. stress should be on the second syllable for the 

verbs but on the first syllable for the nouns and adjectives. 
 
Examples:  ‗permit  (n)    per‘mit (v) 

                   ‗present (n,adj)   pre‘sent (v) 
                   ‗produce (n)     pro‘duce (v) 
 

 
Word Stress Rule 
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Sentence Stress in English 

 

- Sentence stress is the music of spoken English. Like word stress, sentence stress can help 

you to understand spoken English, especially when spoken fast. 

 

- Sentence stress is what gives English its rhythm or "beat". You remember that word stress 

is accent on one syllable within a word. Sentence stress is accent on certain words 

within a sentence. 

 

Most sentences have two types of word: 

 

content words  

structure words  

 

Content words are the key words of a sentence. They are the important words that carry 

the meaning or sense.  

 

Structure words are not very important words. They are small, simple words that make 

the sentence correct grammatically.  

If you remove the structure words from a sentence, you will probably still understand the 

sentence. 

 

Imagine that you receive this telegram message:  

 

 
 

Rules for Sentence Stress in English 

 

The basic rules of sentence stress are: 

 

1. content words are stressed  

2. structure words are unstressed  

3. the time between stressed words is always the same 
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Content words - stressed  

 

 
 

Structure words – unstressed 

  

 

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What is Word Stress? 
 

- In English, we do not say each syllable with the same force or strength. In one word, we 

accentuate ONE syllable. We say one syllable very loudly (big, strong, important) and all 
the other syllables veryquietly. 
 

- Let's take 3 words: 
 

 photograph, photographer and photographic. Do they sound the same when spoken? 
No. Because we accentuate (stress) ONE syllable in each word. And it is not always the 
same syllable. So the shape of each word is different. 
 

 Total syllables Stressed syllable 

PHO TO GRAPH 3 # 1 

PHO TO GRAPH ER 4 # 2 

PHO TO GRAPH IC 4 # 3 

 

 

- This happens in ALL words with 2 or more syllables: TEACHer, JaPAN, CHINa, aBOVE, 

converSAtion, INteresting, imPORtant, deMAND, etCETera, etCETera, etCETera  

 

- The syllables that are not stressed are weak or small or quiet. Native speakers of English 

listen for the STRESSED syllables, not the weak syllables. If you use word stress in your 

speech, you will instantly and automatically improve your pronunciation and your 

comprehension. 

 

- Try to hear the stress in individual words each time you listen to English - on the radio, or in 

films for example. Your first step is to HEAR and recognise it. After that, you can USE it! 

 

 

Why is Word Stress Important? 

 
- Word stress is not used in all languages. Some languages, Japanese or French for 

example, pronounce each syllable with eq-ual em-pha-sis.  

 

- Other languages, English for example, use word stress.  

 

- Word stress is not an optional extra that you can add to the English language if you 

want. It is part of the language! English speakers use word stress to communicate 

rapidly and accurately, even in difficult conditions. If, for example, you do not hear a 

word clearly, you can still understand the word because of the position of the 

stress. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/pho-tograph.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/photo-grapher.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/photograph-ic.wav
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General Rules of Word Stress in English 

 

here are two very simple rules about word stress: 

 

1- One word has only one stress.  

 

(One word cannot have two stresses. If you hear two stresses, you hear two 

words. Two stresses cannot be one word. It is true that there can be a 

"secondary" stress in some words. But a secondary stress is much smaller than 

the main [primary] stress, and is only used in long words.) 

 

2- We can only stress vowels, not consonants.  

 

Here are some more, rather complicated, rules that can help you understand where 

to put the stress. But do not rely on them too much, because there are many 

exceptions. It is better to try to "feel" the music of the language and to add the 

stress naturally.  

 

 

1 Stress on first syllable 

rule  example  

Most 2-syllable nouns  PRESent, EXport, CHIna, TAble  

Most 2-syllable adjectives  PRESent, SLENder, CLEVer, HAPpy  

 

 

2 Stress on last syllable 

rule  example  

Most 2-syllable verbs to preSENT, to exPORT, to deCIDE, to beGIN  

 

 

There are many two-syllable words in English whose meaning and class change with 

a change in stress. The word present, for example is a two-syllable word. If we 

stress the first syllable, it is a noun (gift) or an adjective (opposite of absent). But if 

we stress the second syllable, it becomes a verb (to offer). More examples: the 

words export, import, contractand object can all be nouns or verbs depending 

on whether the stress is on the first or second syllable.  

 

 

3 Stress on penultimate syllable (penultimate = second from end) 

rule  example  

Words ending in -ic  GRAPHic, geoGRAPHic, geoLOGic  

Words ending in -sion and -tion  teleVIsion, reveLAtion  
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English Tip 

 
For a few words, native English speakers don't always "agree" on where to put the 

stress. For example, 

 some people say teleVIsion and  

others say TELevision. Another example is:CONtroversy and conTROversy. 

 

4 Stress on ante-penultimate syllable (ante-penultimate = third from end) 

 

rule  example  

Words ending in -cy, -ty, -phy and -gy  deMOcracy,  
dependaBIlity,  
phoTOgraphy,  
geOLogy  

Words ending in -al  CRItical, geoLOGical  

 

 
5 Compound words (words with two parts) 
 

rule  example  

For compound nouns, the 
stress is on the first part  

BLACKbird, GREENhouse  

For compound adjectives, the 
stress is on the second part  

bad-TEMpered, old-FASHioned  

For compound verbs, the 
stress is on the second part  

to underSTAND, to overFLOW  

 

 

1- Can you pass me a plastic  knife? 

2- China    is the place where I was born. 

 

3- Please turn off the television  before you go out. 

4- I can't decide  which book to borrow. 

 

5- Do you understand   this lesson? 

6- 7Sparky is a very happy   puppy. 

 

Stress on Verbs 

 

2 syllables – if verbs – basic rule, the second syllable is accented. 

 

Examples:  in‘vent, re‘form. 

If the final syllable is weak then the first syllable is accented 

 

Examples: ‗open, ‗enter 

Adjectives – ‗lovely, ‗yellow 
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Let‟s NOW Explain the Stress of Verbs Only. 

 

Two Syllables-Verb 

Verbs  on the last syllable  release   admit  arrange  

 

 

Verbs   3 syllables 

 

Verbs – is the final syllable is strong then it will be stressed 

Examples : under‘stand, enter‘tain 

 
 

 
on the last part 
(the verb part) 

 

Verbs  

(prep. + verb) 

understand  

overlook  
outperform 

 

 

- If the last syllable is weak, stress will be on the preceding syllable if it is strong. 

Examples: en‘counter, de‘termine  

 

- If both the second and third syllable are weak, the the stress will go to the first 

syllable. 

Examples: ‗parody 

 

 

Phrasal Verbs versus Compound Nouns derived from phrasals 

 

Phrasal verbs (a.k.a. two-word or two-part verbs) are generally made up of a verb 

and preposition.  For many of these, correct word stress is especially important as 

they have compound noun counterparts. In the following examples, the words on 

the left are phrasal verbs. The words on the right are nouns. 

 

 

In phrasal verbs, the preposition gets the word stress.   

If they have a noun counterpart, however,  

it gets the stress on the first part. 

 

let down letdown 

shut out shutout 

print out printout 

turn off turnoff 

take over takeover 
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Phrasal Verbs  
 

on the particle  
 

turn off  
buckle up  

hand out  

 

Let‟s Discuss Noun Stress 

Nouns 
 

on the first syllable 
 

center  
object  

flower 

 

Nouns – if the second syllable contains a short vowel, then the stress will go to the 

first syllable. If not, it will fall on the second syllable  

Examples: ‗husband, ‗placard, ‗window, ‗money, bal‘loon, Chi‘nese, can‘teen  

 
 
3 syllables  

Nouns – 
 
if the final syllable is weak or ends with {shwa}, then it is unstressed. If the syllable 

preceding this is strong, the the stress will go to the middle syllable.  
Examples: re‘lation, po‘tato, e‘leven, sy‘nopsis 
 

If the second and third syllable are both weak, the the stress will go to the first 
syllable.  
Examples:  ‗yesterday, ‗innocence, ‗bachelor, ‗wanderer 

 
Compound Words 
 
Stms with hyphen ―air-raid‖, smts as one word ―strawberry‖, smts as two words 

―desk lamps‖ 
Compounds with an adjectival first element and the –ed morpheme at the end  
 Examples: Bad-‘tempered, half-‘timbered, 

                   heavy-‘handed 
 

rule  example  

For compound nouns, the 
stress is on the first part  

BLACKbird, GREENhouse  

For compound adjectives, the 

stress is on the second part  

bad-TEMpered, old-FASHioned  

For compound verbs, the 
stress is on the second part  

to underSTAND, to overFLOW  

 
Compound Words   
 

Nouns  
(N + N)  

(Adj. + N) 

on the first part desktop , pencil case  
bookshelf , greenhouse  

Adjectives  
(Adj. + P.P.) 

on the last part 
(the verb part) 

well-meant  
hard-headed  

old-fashioned  
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IV.  Homographs  
 

Homographs are words which are written the same way but which have different 

pronunciation.  In English, there are many words which have the same spelling, but 

whose part of speech changes with the word stress.  If you listen carefully, you will 

hear that the vowel sounds change depending on whether they are stressed or 

unstressed. 

VERB  NOUN 

record record 

progress progress 

present present 

permit permit 

 

 

Word stress patterns 
Complex words 
 

- words made from a basic word form (stem) + an affix 
- compound words – words composed of separable root morphemes. (football) 

 

Affixes – prefixes (comes before the stem, example: impossible) and suffixes (comes 
after the stem, example: happiness) 
 

Suffixes 
 
Suffixes carrying primary stress – the primary stress is on the first syllable of the 

suffix. If the stem consists of more than one syllable then its first syllable will take a 
secondary stress  
 

Ja‘pan -> ,Japa‘nese  
‗-ee‘ -> ,refu‘gee  
‗-eer‘ -> ,mountai‘neer  

‗-ese‘ -> ‗portu‘guese‘ 
‗-ette‘ -> ,ciga‘rette  
‗-esque‘ -> ,pictur‘esque  

 
Suffixes 
 

Suffixes that do not affect stress placement 
 
―-able‖ ‗comfortable 
―-age‖   ‗anchorage 

―-al‖ ‗refusal,  ‗rebuttal 
―-en‖ ‗widen 
―-ful‖  ‗wonderful 

―-ing‖  ‗amazing 
―-ish‖  ‗devilish 
 

For verbs with stems containing more than 1 syllable, the stress is always on the 
syllable immediately preceding ―-ish‖ e.g. re‘plenish 
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Suffixes 
 

Suffixes that influence stress in the stem 
In these examples primary stress is on the last syllable of the stem. 
 

―-eous‖   ,advan‘tageous     
―-graphy‖  pho‘tography  
―-ial‖  de‘nial  

―-ic‖  cli‘matic  
―-ion‖   per‘fection  
―-ious‖  in‘jurious  

―-ty‖  tran‘quility  
―-ive‖ re‘flexive  
 

 

 

 

 

Word with added 

ending 

 

-ic 

 

 

the syllable 

before the ending 

economic 

Geometric 

electrical 

 

-tion, -cian, -sion 
Technician 

graduation 

cohesion 

-phy, -gy, -try, -

cy, -fy, -al 

 

 

the third from 

the last syllable 

Photography 

biology 

geometry 

 

-meter 
Parameter 

Thermometer 

barometer 

 

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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-12- 
Intonation &  Sound Linking  

 
Intonation: 

 

Improving sentence intonation is one of the key elements in your English pronunciation. 
Let's discuss the four basic types of word stress that lead to proper intonation in English. 
 

Tonic Stress  

 

Tonic stress refers to the syllable in a word which receives the most stress in an intonation 

unit. An intonation unit has one tonic stress. It's important to remember that a sentence can 

have more than one intonation unit, and therefore have more than one tonic stress. Here 

are some examples of intonation units with the tonic stress bolded. 

 

He's waiting 

He's waiting / for his friend 

He's waiting / for his friend / at the station. 

 

Generally, the final tonic stress in a sentence receives the most stress. In the above 

example, 'station' receives the strongest stress. 

There are a number of instances in which the stress changes from this standard. Here are 

short explanations for each of the changes with example sentences to illustrate. 

 

Emphatic Stress 

 

If you decide to emphasize something, you can change the stress from the principal noun to 

another content word such as an adjective (big, difficult, etc.), intensifier (very, extremely, 

etc.) This emphasis calls attention to the extraordinary nature of what you want to 

emphasize. 

 

For example: 

That was a difficult test. - Standard statement  

That was a difficult test. - Emphasizes how difficult the test was  

 

- There are a number of adverbs and modifiers which tend to be used to emphasize in 

sentences that receive emphatic stress. 

 

- extremely 

terribly 

completely 

utterly 

especially 

etc. 
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Contrastive Stress 

 

Contrastive stress is used to point out the difference between one object and another. 

Contrastive stress tends to be used with determiners such as 'this, that, these and those'. 

 

For example: 

I think I prefer this color. 

Do you want these or those curtains? 

 

 

Contrastive stress is also used to bring out a given word in a sentence which will 

also slightly change the meaning. 

 

- He came to the party yesterday. (It was he, not someone else.) 

- He walked to the party yesterday. (He walked rather than drove.) 

 

- He came to the party yesterday. (It was a party not a meeting or something else.) 

- He came to the party yesterday. (It was yesterday not two weeks ago or some other 

time.) 

 

 

 

New Information Stress 

  

- When asked a question, the requested information is naturally stressed more strongly. 

 

For example: 

Where are you from? - I come from Seattle, in the USA. 

What do you want to do? - I want to go bowling. 

When does class begin? - The class begins at nine o'clock. 

 

- Use these various types of stress to help improve your pronunciation and understandability. 

 

 

 

Introduction to Linking 

 

Native English speakers have ways of naturally transitioning from word to word, a concept 

we call linking. One of the first obstacles a language learner faces in listening 

comprehension is in understanding individual words when many whole sentences are said at 

a natural speed. It is difficult for even students with excellent vocabulary and grammar 

to unlink the words that native speakers naturally hook together in their regular 

pronunciation patterns. Even when this is overcome, and a listener can confidently 

understand a native speaker of English, the skill of learning to link words in his or her own 

speaking often does not naturally occur.  
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- The failure to fluidly link words together is not likely to cause the same miscommunication 

as incorrectly producing sounds; however, the payoffs for learning how to link are 

significant. Even if two speakers use identical vocabulary and grammar when speaking to a 

native listener, the speaker with more fluid linking will be perceived as more fluent as a 

result of that subtle secondary level of communication.  

 

 

- In dialog, words are continually linked together until there is a reason to pause. These 

pauses happen where there is the spoken equivalent of a comma or period in the sentence. 

We can also add a pause into a sentence to add emphasis. To begin, we'll practice linking 

just a couple words at a time.  

 

 

- While the general concept of linking requires blending one word into the next, this is easier 

said than done. Linking words together often requires saying sounds together that do not 

naturally occur together within words. For a student who has probably been taught to speak 

English by carefully studying and learning the pronunciation of individual words distinctly 

this is decidedly non-intuitive. The essence of linking is to provide bridge sounds between 

individual words, using the last and first sounds of the adjacent words as the foundations. 

 

 

- Vowels are not blended when linking. With vowels, an extra sound is placed between the 

words to keep both words clear and understandable. 

 

 

- It is normal to have difficulty with linking and blending. The number of possible 

combinations of sounds is immense and it is almost impossible to practice every possible 

combination. For this reason, we will practice linking and blending within groups of sounds 

and we will need to learn (or review) some linguistics vocabulary first to help us. 

 

- To sum up: 

The techniques for transitioning from word to word are called linking.  

 

- Linking Consonants and Vowels in American English Pronunciation 

 

Consonants and vowels comprise the two largest categories of sounds in English. Vowels are 

the sounds created by the letters a, e, i, o, and u. The letters w and y also commonly create 

vowel sounds, and any word that ends in the letters w or y ends in a vowel sound. 

 

- Linking consonants and vowels 

 

Blending consonants with vowels is one of the easiest sorts of links for non-native 

speakers. To link a consonant sound to a vowel sound, the consonant sound is 

shared by both words. It sounds like the consonant is both the last sound of the first 

word and as the first sound of the following word. 
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- Listen to the phrases wake up and mice eat. Notice that there is no pause between the 

words. In fact, the middle consonant sound is shared so perfectly with both the first and the 

second words, that we cannot hear (from this limited context) a difference between the 

following phrases. 

 

- wake_up and way_cup 

mice_eat and my_seat  

 

 

- Wake_cup and way_cup sound exactly the same when properly linked. (Although this may 

seem ambiguous, native speakers are used to differentiating based on context.) The k 

sound links the words in the same way, regardless if the k sound is the last sound of the 

first word, or the first sound of the second word. 

- Mice_eat and my_seat are also pronounced identically because the consonant sound (the s 

sound) is shared equally between both words in both phrases. 

 

Linking a  

- The word "a" is usually said as a schwa and sounds much like the short u sound unless it is 

being emphasized in a sentence for some reason. 

- To link to the word "a" between two consonant sounds, there should be no silent gap 

between the word "a" and the words that surround it. It will sound like it is a single longer 

word instead of two or more distinctly separate words. 

 

Linking the Word the  

- The word 'the' is the fourth most frequent word in spoken English. In addition to the 

troubles many languages have with the voiced th sound at the beginning of the word, the 

vowel at the end of the word the has three different pronunciations depending on the first 

sound of the word that follows it: 

the + consonant 

the + vowel (except long e) 

the + long e 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?Sound=8%201
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?Sound=9%202
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?Sound=9%202
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Rule# 1: the + consonant 

- Linking the to a word that begins with a consonant sound requires saying the vowel as a 

very quick schwa (an unstressed vowel sound which sounds like a short u sound) and linking 

it with the next word. Say the word the with almost no vowel sound at all. 

 

- Listen to the following examples: 

 

- the_dog  

the_biscuit  

The_dog ate the_biscuit. 

 

 

Rule# 2: the + vowel 

 

- Linking the to a word that begins with a vowel sound (except long e) requires pronouncing 

the final sound of the word the as a long e (the vowel sound in the word keep), then linking 

it with a y sound to the following word. 

 

- Listen to the following examples: 

 

- the_y_afternoon 

The_y_optometrist took the_y_afternoon off.  

 

 

 

Rule# 3: the + long e 

 

- Linking the to a word that begins with a long e requires pronouncing the final sound in the 

word the as a schwa, then linking it smoothly to the following word. This is very similar to 

linking the + consonant. 

 

- Listen to the following examples: 

- the_emotions  

The_emotions of the_enormous catastrophe were strong.  

 

 

 

Linking Continuous Consonants in American English pronunciation 

 

- Fricative, nasal, glide, and liquid sounds are all similar types of sounds in that they are all 

continuous consonant sounds; they are the same from beginning to end. 
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Linking the same continuous consonant 

 

- In American English pronunciation, when one word ends with the same continuous 

consonant sound as the next word begins with, the sound is only said one time and shared 

with both words. There should be no break or pause between the words. 

 

- Listen to the following linked phrases. 

 

- enough_food 

wants_some_more 

 

- In the phrases enough_food and wants_some_more there is no pause between the words. 

In fact, the middle consonant sound is shared so perfectly with both the first and the second 

words that we cannot tell that the consonant occurs twice. Don't let different spellings for 

the sounds confuse you. 

 

- Listen to this dialog between Squid and Wilma. Notice the same-fricative links. 

 

- SQUID: Do we have enough_food for the party? 

WILMA: yeah, but Henry wants_some_more ice. There's only enough_for each glass to be 

half_full. 

 

 

Linking Different Continuous Consonants 

 

- When linking different continuous consonant sounds, one sound should blend into the next 

with no break between words and without accidentally adding an extra vowel sound 

between the words. Because these sounds often don't occur next to each other within 

words, it may take extra practice at first to smoothly join these sounds together. 

 

- Listen to the following linked phrases. 

- because_she 

fresh_fruit   

 

In the phrases because she and fresh fruit there is no pause between the words. 

The consonant sounds blend evenly and smoothly from one sound to the next. 

- Listen to the dialog between Squid and Wilma. Notice the continuous consonant links. 

 

- SQUID: It's_still_snowing, isn't it? 

WILMA: No, it's_raining_now.  
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To sum up: 

 

- Because fricative, nasal, glide and liquid sounds are continuous, they can blend smoothly 

from one sound to the next. No silent gaps or additional vowel sounds should get added 

between linked continuous consonants. 

 

Linking from the letter t in American English Pronunciation 

- The letter t is one of the most versatile letters in English pronunciation. In American English, 

there are four common pronunciations used for the letter t. There are huge variations of the 

pronunciation of the letter t among the different large English dialect groups (British, 

Australian, and American). The rules listed herecannot be used as guides for any dialect 

other than American English pronunciation. 

 

Basically, the letter t can: 

1. Sound like a regular t sound (as in the word time  

2. Sound like a quick d sound (as in the word little  

3. Become a glottal stop (as in the word partner  

4. Be ignored and have no sound at all (as in the word center  

 

To be Continued   

Notes:______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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-13- 
Linking Sounds  

 
Linking Discontinuous Consonants in American English Pronunciation 
 

- Stops and affricates are called discontinuous consonant sounds because they briefly stop all 
air, then create sound when the air is released. Because there are two parts to these 
sounds, linking them may cause the sound to change. 

 
- Stops are sounds that are created when the air is stopped from leaving the vocal tract for a 

short amount of time, then released smoothly. 

 

- Affricates are sounds that are created when the air is stopped from leaving the vocal tract 
for a short amount of time, then released with a smaller opening, causing friction. 

 

 

Linking to a discontinuous consonant 
 

- Linking to a stop or affricate is simpler than linking from a stop or affricate to another 

sound. To link to a stop or affricate from a continuous consonant sound or vowel sound, 

simply blend the first sound into the beginning of the stop or affricate. No pause should be 

added between the sounds. 

 

- Listen to the phrases can't_ache and can_take. Notice that there is no pause between the 

words. In fact, the first sound blends smoothly into the beginning of the stop or affricate 

sound, and the stop or affricate is said normally. We cannot tell (from this limited context) 

the difference between the two phrases. 

can't_ache and can_take  

 

 

Linking from a discontinuous consonant 

 

- When a word that ends in a stop or affricate is linked to another word, the stop or affricate 

is often not fully said. Oftentimes, the air is stopped in the vocal tract as normal, 

but the release of the air is said as the first sound of the next word. This also 

happens within words with common consonant blends, like b+r (bright) or c+r (cream) or 

even with three consonants in a row, s+c+r (scream). 

 

- b+r, bright: If the word bright is said correctly, the lips are closed for the b sound, and 

the r sound is said immediately as the lips open. 

 

- c+r, cream: With the word cream, the r sound begins at the same time as the k sound is 

released. 

 

- s+c+r, scream: With the word scream, the s sound continues until the air is stopped for 

the k sound, and the r sound begins at the same the as the k sound is released. Sounds 

flows evenly from one to the next. 

http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=3%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=25%204
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=25%204
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=20%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=32%206
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=20%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=25%204
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=20%205
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- The technique for linking adjacent consonants within words is the same as native English 

speakers use to link discontinuous consonants between different words; the air is stopped in 

the vocal tract as normal, but the release of the air is said as the first sound of the next 

word. 

 

 

 

- Notice in the phrases Kate's creams and Kate screams, that there are two stops, the t sound 

and the k sound. Both phrases link t + s + c + r. The t sound is released as the s sound, 

and the k sound is released as the r sound. The t sound, s sound, k sound, and r sound all 

link with exactly the same technique, no matter if the s sound is the final sound of the first 

word, or the first sound of the second word. We cannot hear (from this limited context) a 

difference between the following phrases. 

 

 

- Kate's_creams and Kate_screams PlayListen to the following linked phrases.keep_thinking 

last_sunday  

 

 

- With linking, speakers need to learn to link sounds that are not commonly near each other 

within words. For example, in the phrase keep thinking, we link the p sound to the th sound. 

There are no words in English language (with the exception of compound nouns) that have 

a p sound followed by a th sound. However, the linking between these words occurs the 

same as it does when other words link a stop to another sound. With this phrase, we link 

the words by stopping the air with our lips, as we normally would for the p sound, but we 

release the air with the th sound. 

 

 

- With the phrase last_Sunday, we link the words by stopping the air with our tongue for the t 

sound, but release it as the s sound. 

 

 

Linking discontinuous consonants to the same sound 

 

- There are two pronunciation options for when a stop or affricate is linked to the same 

sound; (1) the sound is may only said one time, and shared with both words or (2) the first 

sound may be said very quickly with only a tiny release of air between words. 

Listen to the following linked phrases. 

take_care (linked stops) 

orange_juice (linked affricates) Play  

 

- When linking the same stop sound, it is more likely that the sound is said only once, as in 

the example take_care, and shared with both words. When linking affricates, the sound may 

be said twice, but said very quickly the first time, as in the example orange_juice. 

http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=4%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=32%206
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=20%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=25%204
http://www.pronuncian.com/Lessons/Default.aspx?Lesson=55
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=17%205
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=28%206
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=28%206
http://www.pronuncian.com/sounds.aspx?sound=28%206
http://www.pronuncian.com/Lessons/Default.aspx?Lesson=55
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To sum up: 

 

To link from a discontinuous consonant to another sound, the air is stopped in the vocal 

tract as normal, but the release of the air is said as the first sound of the next word. If the 

linked discontinuous consonant is to the same sound, different techniques may apply.  

 

Linking from the letter t in American English Pronunciation 

 

The letter t is one of the most versatile letters in English pronunciation. In American English, 

there are four common pronunciations used for the letter t. There are huge variations of the 

pronunciation of the letter t among the different large English dialect groups (British, 

Australian, and American). The rules listed herecannot be used as guides for any dialect 

other than American English pronunciation. 

 

 

Basically, the letter t can: 

 

1. Sound like a regular t sound (as in the word time  

2. Sound like a quick d sound (as in the word little  

3. Become a glottal stop (as in the word partner  

4. Be ignored and have no sound at all (as in the word center  

 

- The rules for these alternative sounds are discussed in depth in the when t doesn't sound 

like t lesson. 

- It is important to realize that the rules for the letter t are still true when the t sound is the 

final sound of a word, linking to the word that follows it. Listen carefully to the following 

examples.  

 

Sound like a regular t sound 

 

SQUID: It took two days to type the entire story. 

WILMA: Why did it take so long? 

SQUID: I spilled tea on it, so I had to retype it. 

 

Sound like a quick d sound 

 

SQUID: We should meet at Anne's after the meeting tomorrow. 

WILMA: I'll think about it. 

 

Become a glottal stop 

 

SQUID: Did you eat my sandwich? 

WILMA: Yeah, I forgot my lunch at home. 

SQUID: So you ate mine? 

http://www.pronuncian.com/lessons.aspx?Lesson=43
http://www.pronuncian.com/lessons.aspx?Lesson=43
http://www.pronuncian.com/lessons.aspx?Lesson=43
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Be ignored and have no sound at all 

 

SQUID: We should buy more cookies. A percent of the profit goes to charity. 

WILMA: I don't really think that's why you want them!  

 

To sum up: 

 

  The sounds before and after the t sound, namely vowel sounds, the r sound, l sound, m 

sound and n sound all can alter the letter t pronunciation. The t sound is also dependent on 

its placement in a word and syllable stress for determining the most likely pronunciation. 

 

Linking Vowels 

 

Most sounds are linked together by blending one sound into the next (linking consonants 

and vowels, linking continuous consonants), or by combining the sounds together (linking 

stops and affricates). When linking a vowel to another vowel, however, the sounds are not 

blended together. Instead, Americans link vowels by adding a y sound or a w 

sound between the words. 

 

Example: linking vowels with a y sound 

I_y_admire Play  

 

Example: linking vowels with a w sound 

do_w_it 

 

 

- Many non-native speakers tend to do one of two things when linking vowels; they either 

blend the vowels (which makes the sounds less clear), or they briefly stop all sound by 

closing the airflow at the back of the throat (called a glottal stop). While the glottal stops 

cause fewer miscommunications than blending vowels into one another, it does create 

speech that sounds choppy and non-fluent when it is used incorrectly.  

 

-  

- To create a smooth, fluid link between a word that ends in a vowel sound and a word that 

begins with a vowel sound, a quick y sound or w sound is added between the words, 

connecting one word to the next. This allows the listener to perceive both words as 

separate, while never needing to stop the airflow between words.  

 

 

- Deciding whether to link vowels together with a y sound or a w sound will eventually come 

naturally to the speaker. Linking with the wrong sound will feel and sound awkward. 

 

 

 

http://www.pronuncian.com/Lessons/Default.aspx?Lesson=65
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- Try saying the phrases with a w sound instead to hear the difference between a correct and 

incorrect pronunciation. 

 

I_y_admire 

very_y_old 

he_y_asked P  

 

- Try saying the phrases with a y sound instead to hear the difference between a correct and 

incorrect pronunciation. 

 

do_w_it 

now_w_on 

new__w_ice skates  

 

 

To review Linking Sound 

 

To link a consonant sound to a  

vowel sound, the consonant sound  

is shared by both words.  

 

 

Linking the Word the 

 

Rule# 1: the +consonant 

 

the_dog  

the_biscuit  

The_dog ate the_biscuit.  

 

Rule# 2: the + vowel 

 

the_y_afternoon 

The_y_optometrist took the_y_afternoon off.  

 

Rule# 3: the + long e 

 

the_emotions  

The_emotions of the_enormous catastrophe were strong.  

 

 

Linking the same continuous consonant 

 

enough_food 

wants_some_more  

wake_up and way_cup 

mice_eat and my_seat  

 

http://www.pronuncian.com/Lessons/Default.aspx?Lesson=65
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Linking Different Continuous Consonants 

 

SQUID: It's_still_snowing, isn't it? 

WILMA: No, it's_raining_now.  

 

 

 

Linking from the letter t  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

because_she 

fresh_fruit   

 

Sound like a regular t sound (as in 

the word time 

 

Become a glottal stop (as in the 

word partner  

 

Sound like a quick d sound (as 

in the word little  

 

Be ignored and have no sound 

at all (as in the word center  
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-14- 
Review: Exercises 
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  وصحبه أجمعين,والصلاة والسلام على نبينا محود وعلى آله 

 لا تنسىني هن دعائكن فدعىة الأخ لأخيه المسلن في ظهر الغيب مجابه, انتهت المادة  

 دعىاتي وتمنياتي لكن بأعلى الدرجات في الدارين
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http://www.ckfu.org/vb/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Phonetics and Phonology” 

introduces the main areas in the 

study of sounds 

in human language. It covers the 

main areas of articulatory 

Phonetics of 

English. It focuses on the 

phonology of English starting 

from the units of the 

phoneme and the syllable. It also 

includes the prosodic features of 

stress and intonation. 
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